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Abstract

Most sexually reproducing animal species are characterized by two morphologically

and behaviorally distinct sexes. The genetic, molecular and cellular processes that

produce sexual dimorphisms are phylogenetically diverse, though in most cases they

are thought to occur early in development. In some species, however, sexual dimor-

phisms are manifested after development is complete, suggesting the intriguing

hypothesis that sex, more generally, might be considered a continuous trait that is

influenced by both developmental and postdevelopmental processes. Here, we

explore how biological sex is defined at the genetic, neuronal and behavioral levels,

its effects on neuronal development and function, and how it might lead to sexually

dimorphic behavioral traits in health and disease. We also propose a unifying frame-

work for understanding neuronal and behavioral sexual dimorphisms in the context

of both developmental and postdevelopmental, physiological timescales. Together,

these two temporally separate processes might drive sex-specific neuronal functions

in sexually mature adults, particularly as it pertains to behavior in health and disease.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The term “sex” often intuitively refers to behaviors directly associ-

ated with mating. However, from a pure biological perspective, sex

represents a highly derived suite of anatomical, physiological and

behavioral traits that support sexual reproduction in the majority of

animal clades. Most sexually reproducing animal species depend on

two morphologically, physiologically and behaviorally distinct male

and female sexual forms. Typically, males contribute genetic material

(sperm), while females provide both genetic material and the cellular

environment to the developing embryo (egg). Although sexual repro-

duction is almost universal among metazoa, the molecular, genetic

and cellular mechanisms that promote either male or female devel-

opmental fates are diverse across taxa. In broad terms, sex determi-

nation can be initiated by either environmental cues such as

population density and temperature, or via genetic factors such as

chromosomal architectures and specific allelic combinations.1-4

Regardless of the initial cue that triggers the sex-determination path-

way, the commitment of neurons and other cell lineages to differen-

tiation as either a male or a female is usually thought to be

determined early in embryonic development.2,5-8 However, more

recent studies suggest that, even in animal clades with robust male

vs female developmental pathways, sex-specific neuronal morphol-

ogy and function are more plastic than previously assumed and are

likely dependent on both sex-specific developmental processes, as

well as active, postdevelopmental maintenance of sex-specific states

at the cellular and chromosomal levels in both vertebrates and

invertebrates.3,9-12

Understanding how sex-determination pathways and, potentially,

postdevelopmental maintenance, affect sexually dimorphic neural
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development, differentiation and behavior is not only a fascinating

biological phenomenon but is also important for understanding how

biological sex impacts the incidence, expression and penetrance of

neural and behavioral pathologies.13-17 While the effects of sex on

pathologies associated with various syndromes is relatively well

known18-20 how biological sex might affect postdevelopmental physi-

ology in general, and behavioral traits in particular, remains mostly a

mystery. For example, why addiction, depression and schizophrenia

are reportedly more common in women,21-23 while attention-deficit/

hyperactivity disorder and other impulse control disorders are report-

edly more common in men24,25 is poorly understood at the molecular

and cellular levels.

Here, we explore how biological sex is defined at the genetic,

molecular and cellular levels, its effects on neuronal development and

function, and what might be the relative contributions of developmen-

tal and postdevelopmental processes to observed behavioral differ-

ences between adult males and females. We primarily use studies in

genetically tractable animal models to provide a new, synthetic per-

spective on the possible extended actions of the sex-determination

pathway beyond its well-established role as a binary developmental

axis. Particularly, we argue that sex-specific behaviors are complex,

continuous traits that are driven by both neuronal differentiation deci-

sions during development, as well as postdevelopmental, sex-specific

maintenance and homeostasis pathways. Together, these two poten-

tially independent biological processes provide the molecular and neu-

ronal substrates for the maintenance of adaptive, sexually dimorphic

behaviors, and might explain at least some of the effects of biological

sex on neural and behavioral pathologies.

2 | SEX DETERMINATION AT THE
CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR LEVELS

In the majority of sexually reproducing animals, a single genome has

the potential for encoding two phenotypically distinct morphs that

exhibit dramatic sex-specific morphological and behavioral traits. Yet,

the specific genetic and developmental mechanisms that drive sexual

dimorphisms are not known in most animal species. Data from a few

species across many phylogenetic clades suggest that the specific

genes and signaling pathways that drive sex-specific differentiation

are diverse. Yet, the overall molecular logic behind the developmental

processes that differentiate males and females seems fairly con-

served.1,2,26 Thus, regardless of the initial trigger for sex-specific

developmental programs, a cell lineage that becomes committed to a

biological sexual fate seems to follow a sex-specific epigenetic differ-

entiation program. This program, in turn, supports sex-specific cellular

functions via sex-biased transcriptional and physiological states.27-34

Because of their genetic tractability, the neuronal sex-

determination pathways of the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and

the lab mouse Mus musculus are particularly well described. Both spe-

cies produce sexually dimorphic male and female forms, which exhibit

multiple sex-dependent morphological, neuroanatomical and behav-

ioral traits.3,35,36 Both species also have evolved a heterogametic XY-

dependent chromosomal sex determination system (Figure 1 A,B).

However, studies at the molecular and cellular levels have revealed

fundamental mechanistic differences between these two species in

terms of how biological sex might be translated into sex-dependent

brain and behavioral differences. In Drosophila, neuronal sex-specific

differentiation is determined via cell-autonomous pathways.37-39 Clas-

sical genetic studies have indicated that although Drosophila males are

XY and females are XX, it is the ratio of X chromosomes to autosome

sets (X:A ratio) that specifies male-vs-female cell fate.40,41 Subse-

quently, the expression levels of key X-linked genes that are dose-

sensitive promote differentiation towards male or female fates

(Figure 1 A).41,42 More recently, it has been suggested that ploidy-

dependent, X-encoded signal elements are more likely to be the direct

drivers for male vs female differentiation.43 Subsequently, the dose of

the X chromosome promotes a downstream sequence of sex-specific

transcriptional and mRNA splicing events that promote sex-specific

cellular and tissue differentiation.42,44,45

In contrast to flies, in which the Y chromosome does not deter-

mine male cellular identity, genes on the mammalian Y chromosome

contribute both to promoting male-specific cellular fate and

suppressing female-specific developmental pathways3,46,47

(Figure 1B). Specifically, epigenetic regulation of the expression of the

Y-linked gene Sry in early developmental stages leads to the develop-

ment of male-specific gonads and suppresses female-specific

gonads.27,47,48 Subsequently, the sexually differentiated gonads

release sex-specific hormonal signals that induce and coordinate sexu-

ally dimorphic somatic and neuronal cellular differentiation at the

organismal level.49,50 In recent years, the commonly accepted view

that mammalian sex determination is a gonad-centric developmental

process has been challenged; biological sex also appears to affect the

differentiation of various somatic tissues (including neurons) via cell-

autonomous processes. Examples include some male-specific traits

driven by the nongonadal effects of Y-linked genes, female-specific

traits driven by the female-enriched expression of genes that escape

X-inactivation, and parental imprinting of X-linked genes that drive

sexual dimorphisms via gonad-independent pathways.51-53

Advances in the molecular analyses of genomic and chromatin

architectures reveal that, like other canonical pathways that determine

cell-fate, the sex-determination pathway affects cellular differentiation

via whole-genome epigenetic remodeling of both X-linked and autoso-

mal genes,27 as well as the transcription of sex-specific isoforms of tran-

scription factors. In species with genetic sex determination, sex-

dependent epigenetic modulation of gene expression is also essential

for solving the ploidy issue associated with the chromosomal sex deter-

mination system. In XY, and similar heterochromosomal sex determina-

tion systems, sex-chromosome hemizygosity in males generates a gene

dose problem, which has been solved differently in different animal line-

ages.54,55 For example, in Drosophila, the expression levels of X-linked

genes are upregulated in males via multiple independent mechanisms

such as transcriptional elongation,56 selection against X-linked genes

with male-biased expression,57 and other mechanisms for the epigenetic

transcriptional upregulation by the male-specific lethal ribonucleoprotein

complex58,59 (Figure 1A). As in Drosophila, the dosage compensation of
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the mammalian X chromosome depends on key nucleoprotein com-

plexes that epigenetically modulate the architecture of the X chromo-

some in a sex-specific manner. However, in contrast to Drosophila,

mammals have evolved a female-centric solution to the X gene dosage

problem by epigenetically inactivating one copy of the majority of X-

linked genes, de facto generating a gene dose that is identical to that in

males60 (Figure 1B). Surprisingly, recent studies have indicated that at

least 15% of human X-linked genes escape the inactivation process in

females, possibly pointing to selection of inactivation-resistant genes on

the X chromosome as a mechanism for driving female-enriched gene

expression.61 Nevertheless, sex determination is not only important for

the transcriptional regulation and activity of X-linked genes. In fact,

genetic and genomic approaches have demonstrated that sex-

dependent differentiation broadly affects transcriptional activity of

diverse genes across the whole genome in a cell-lineage specific man-

ner.62-64 Although predicting which genes might be under the control of

F IGURE 1 Sex determination pathways. A, The fruit fly D. melanogaster. Molecular sensing of the X:A chromosome ratio leads to the
transcription of the master switch gene Sex lethal (Sxl), which is translated into protein only in females. Subsequently, Sxl acts as an m6A-
dependent female-specific splicing factor. The presence of the SXL protein in females then drives female-specific mRNA splicing of its immediate
target, transformer (tra), which produces a functional protein only in females. The tra-2/traF protein complex generates female-specific transcripts
of the transcription factors doublesex (dsx) and fruitless (fru) in females, while its absence in male tissues generates their male-specific
counterparts. Together, the male-specific forms of fru and dsx seem to be sufficient for the differentiation of neural circuits that drive some of the
key male-specific behaviors associated with courtship. In particular, it appears that the transcriptional activity of fru drives the sexual identity of
the neurons that specifically underlie male courtship behaviors. Although not as well understood at the molecular level, recent studies indicate
that Sxl also drives sex-specific neuronal differentiation via a tra-independent pathway, which suggests that the traditional view of fru expression
as a “sex-circuit” genetic marker is likely too conservative. B, The mouse M. musculus. In mice and other mammals, sex determination is based on
the presence of the Y chromosome. In chromosomal males (XY), the early expression of the Y-linked master regulator gene Sry activates
molecular pathways that differentiate the gonad into testes and repress ovary development. The immediate downstream target of Sry is Sox9,
which itself activates genes that promote testes development and suppress ovary development. Sry also blocks X-inactive specific transcript (Xist)
to prevent X inactivation. The absence of Sry promotes ovary development and dosage compensation of X-linked genes via allelic silencing by the
Xist complex. Once differentiated, the gonads produce testosterone in males but remain quiescent in females, which subsequently leads to male-
vs female-specific development by regulating downstream, sex-specific gene expression in neuronal and other somatic tissues. In addition to the

gonad-dependent sex determination pathway, recent studies indicate that Sry-independent pathways are also likely to drive sexually dimorphic
traits in the brain and other somatic tissues. Later in development, sex hormones resurge to produce secondary sexual characteristics and act on
the nervous system to drive sex-specific neuroanatomy and behavior (not depicted)
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the sex determination pathway is difficult, studies of the two key sexu-

ally dimorphic transcription factors fruitless (fru) and doublesex (dsx) in

Drosophila indicate that many genes with sex-specific functions are

under direct transcriptional control of the sex determination pathway in

a tissue-specific manner.63-66

3 | SEXUAL DIFFERENTIATION OF THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM

Regardless of the specific mechanism that might drive sex determina-

tion in different species, the decision to develop as either a male or

female is typically associated with the development of a sex-specific

nervous system, and subsequently sex-specific behaviors. How sex

determination pathways affect neuronal differentiation and circuit

development at the molecular and genetic levels is still mostly

unknown, though studies in genetically tractable model animals have

revealed some of the underlying mechanisms. In mammals, for

example, current models suggest that once the gonads differentiate as

either testes (male) or ovaries (female), they secrete sex-specific

hormones that sexually differentiate the neural scaffolding in the

developing embryo (Figure 1 B). In males, the testes secrete testoster-

one to masculinize the brain, while in females, the ovaries remain qui-

escent, resulting in feminization.49,50,67,68 Later in mammalian

development, further functionalization of sexually dimorphic neural

circuits depends on the identity of the circulating gonadal hor-

mones.49,50 In particular, testosterone (males), and estrogen and pro-

gesterone (females) are required during this time for driving the

genetic and neuronal networks that support sex-specific behaviors

such as male mounting behavior and aggression, or female sexual

receptivity and maternal care.67 These hormones promote sexually

dimorphic neuronal morphology and synaptic connectivity primarily at

the transcriptional level by activating sex-specific neuronal gene net-

works via hormone-binding nuclear receptors and cell surface hor-

mone receptors.68 However, emerging data suggest that neuronal sex

determination in mammals and other vertebrates also utilizes gonad-

independent, cell-autonomous pathways.69,70 For example, the sex

chromosome complements (ie, whether an individual has a set of XX

or XY chromosomes), appears to contribute directly to sex differences

in the number of dopaminergic and vasopressinergic neurons in the

brain.7,71

In D. melanogaster, the sexually dimorphic neural circuits underly-

ing behavior are exceptionally well characterized. In this system, sexu-

ally dimorphic neural circuits are not specified by the coordinated

actions of hormones and do not depend on any Y-linked genes.

Instead, sequential, cell-autonomous transcription and alternative

mRNA splicing events define the sexual identity of each neuron inde-

pendently.38,39,44,45,72-79 In particular, sex-specific transcripts of the

downstream transcription factors doublesex (dsx) and fruitless (fru) are

important for the expression of sexually dimorphic nervous systems

and behaviors.38,80,81 Together, the male-specific forms of fru and dsx

seem to be sufficient for the differentiation of neural circuits that

drive some of the key male-specific behaviors associated with

courtship. In particular, it appears that the fru locus confers a sexual

identity to developing neurons underlying adult courtship behaviors,

presumably by acting as a transcriptional switch to turn on or off sex-

specific patterns of gene expression that ultimately shape sex-specific

neural circuits.37,45,77-79,82-87

Although not as well described at the molecular and cellular

levels, many animal species have evolved sex determination mecha-

nisms that do not necessarily depend on sexually dimorphic develop-

mental pathways (Figure 2). For example, some animal species can

switch between male- and female-specific behaviors and physiology

as sexually mature adults. Thus, neuronal and sexual dimorphisms can

be achieved at the physiological, postdevelopmental timescale. Prime

examples are found in teleost fishes, many of which naturally switch

sex at some point in their adult life, often in response to changes in

their social environment.32,88,89 Unlike the gonad-driven sex determi-

nation in mammals we describe above, brain development in these

sequential vertebrate hermaphrodites precedes gonad development

and differentiation. In fact, recent studies suggest that the regulation

of both gonad and brain sex are, to some extent, decoupled in these

fishes via the action of independent sex-determination epigenetic

programs and gene networks in each tissue.88,90,91 Thus, in these her-

maphroditic animals, the environment directly influences the biologi-

cal sex of the brain independent of the sexual identity of the gonads

throughout development and adulthood. In fact, sex change appears

to be initiated in the brain, which is not surprising given that this is

the first tissue that senses and responds to changes in the social envi-

ronment. Sex-specific remodeling of the gonadal tissues subsequently

follows.32,88,92,93

Another example of a plastic sex determination system is

exhibited by species with simultaneous hermaphrodites, in which male

and female tissues coexist within a single individual. Such systems are

common in diverse invertebrate phyla including the platyhelminthes,

annelids and molluscs. In these species, biological “sex allocation”

might be considered more quantitative than qualitative, defined at

any one moment by investment in either male or female gamete pro-

duction.94 In some molluscs, for example, sperm transfer is often uni-

lateral, meaning that individuals must assume either a female or male

role in a given copulation act.95 Thus, there is a systemic bias towards

one sex or the other, if only for a moment, in which the individual has

to rapidly commit to a male or female identity. Thus, simultaneous

hermaphrodites face the unique challenge of strictly coordinating their

two independent sexual functions on a highly dynamic timescale in

response to environmental cues so as to prevent them from being

performed simultaneously. In response to mating opportunities, for

example, Ophryotrocha diadema flatworms dynamically shift from

female to male sex allocation when increasing mating opportunities,

which suggests a mechanism by which dynamic sex allocation enables

optimal fitness.96

Understanding simultaneous hermaphroditism at the level of neu-

ral circuits and behavior is particularly challenging because these spe-

cies are able to switch between “male” and “female” behavioral states

at the physiological timescale. Therefore, in contrast to species with

“fixed,” developmentally regulated sex determination, simultaneous
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hermaphrodites must use the same neural circuits to drive sex-specific

behaviors. While the exact mechanisms that enable this remarkable

plasticity remain unknown for most species in this group, studies on

the great pond snail, Lymnaea stagnalis, suggest that in these species

male and female behaviors are controlled by anatomically indepen-

dent brain regions. At any given time, when one of the sex-specific

neural circuits is active, activity in the other sex-specific circuit is

silenced.97,98 Although the factors mediating rapid, sex-specific

behavioral switches are not entirely known, an interneuron in the

brain that receives input from both male and female circuits, known

as the “ring neuron,” has been implicated in coordinating the neuronal

and behavioral switch between “male” vs “female” states in this

species.99-101

The remarkable sexual plasticity exhibited by sequential and

simultaneous hermaphroditic species thus suggests the intriguing

hypothesis that the “fixed” contribution of developmental pathways

to sex determination in mammals might be a derived trait; further-

more, this might suggest that the binary “male” vs “female”

F IGURE 2 The role of developmental processes and postdevelopmental maintenance to sex-specific behaviors in different sex determination
systems. A, In an environmental sex determination system, a sexually undifferentiated embryo (represented by the gray region) adopts one sex
based on an environmental cue such as temperature or population density. In contrast, in genetic sex determination systems, sex is often
specified by chromosomal architectures (eg, XY heterogameity) or other genetic factors. B, Most mammals, such as the mouse, exhibit gonadal
sex determination, in which the genetic factors determine the sex-specific fate of bipotential gonads (represented by gray with a midline to
separate biological sexes). Once differentiated, the gonads coordinate the sexual differentiation of all subsequent tissues. C, In fruit flies, on the
other hand, sex determination is cell-autonomous rather than coordinated, such that sex is conferred independently to each cell of the developing
embryo based on the ratio of X to autosomal chromosomes. In (A-C), early developmental mechanisms are the predominant driver of sexual
dimorphisms, while postdevelopmental mechanisms might play only a minor role in maintaining these dimorphisms. D, In contrast to the fixed sex
systems in (B) and (C), sequential hermaphrodites exhibit labile sex determination, with sexes that are temporally distinct. These organisms often
begin life as one sex and naturally switch to the opposite sex later in life, often due to external environmental signals. In some cases, individuals
can reverse sex multiple times throughout their lifespan. E, Many invertebrates exhibit simultaneous hermaphrodism, whereby individuals possess
the anatomy and behaviors associated with male and female sexes. In these organisms, sexual identity is highly fluid, though individuals often
assume only one sex role at a given time. In (D) and (E), postdevelopmental mechanisms might play a more prominent role in regulating sexual
dimorphisms, whereas developmental sex determination plays a comparatively minor role in establishing anatomy and sex-specific behavior. The
sex-determination systems depicted here are not necessarily mutually exclusive nor do they represent the full diversity of sex-determination
systems among the metazoa. Pink denotes the female pathway and blue denotes the male pathway
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differentiation in “fixed”-sex species (such as the mouse and Drosoph-

ila), often assumed to be genetically determined, is in fact a continu-

ous trait that is also influenced by postdevelopmental plastic

processes. Sexually dimorphic behavioral and neuronal traits might

thus depend on genetic mechanisms that actively maintain the sexual

identity of neurons and circuits at the postdevelopmental, physiologi-

cal timescale.

4 | POSTDEVELOPMENTAL
MAINTENANCE OF SEXUALLY DIMORPHIC
BEHAVIORS

To date, the majority of studies in genetically tractable model animals

have primarily focused on the role of “hardwired” developmental pro-

cesses in determining sexually dimorphic neuronal and behavioral traits.

However, emerging data indicate that postdevelopmental, active main-

tenance of sexual dimorphisms at the level of neurons, circuits and

behavior is important as well. Here, we present a unifying model for

understanding behavioral sexual dimorphisms; in particular, we propose

that behavioral sexual dimorphisms are generated and maintained by

integrating inputs from both relatively “hardwired” developmental pro-

grams, as well as postdevelopmental, active homeostatic maintenance

of sex-specific neuronal and behavioral traits. Under this mechanistic

framework, the dramatic differences in how biological sex is deter-

mined in different species might be explained, at least in part, via differ-

ent selective forces on the “hardwired” elements at the developmental

timescale vs more plastic postdevelopmental processes at the physio-

logical timescale (Figure 2). Sexually dimorphic behaviors, for example,

might be regulated by the species-specific balance between these two

processes. If true, then we would expect that the anatomy and tran-

scriptional states of some neurons are established by hardwired, sex-

specific developmental processes to establish some components of

sex-specific morphology and physiology; in contrast, other neurons

might remain sexually undifferentiated during development, but later

turn on sex-specific postmitotic transcriptional programs that are

required for sexual behavior in mature individuals. Since these alterna-

tive models are not mutually exclusive, we also expect that to exert

their sexually dimorphic functions, some neurons require both sexually

dimorphic differentiation and development, as well as continuous

homeostatic maintenance of their sex-specific physiological state post-

mitotically. For example, the sexually dimorphic axonal wiring patterns

of some neurons might be specified early in development, but are not

able to execute their sex-specific functions without the continuous

expression of sex-specific transcriptional networks.

Because of the strong role of hardwired developmental processes

in the sex determination of the genetically tractable fruit fly and

mouse models, the developmental perspective of sex-differences in

neuronal and behavioral traits is dominant. In contrast, fewer studies

have considered a theoretical framework that integrates the roles of

both developmental processes and postdevelopmental maintenance

in driving and maintaining sexually dimorphic behaviors. Although

direct empirical data in support of active maintenance of sexually

dimorphic gene networks in postmitotic neurons is lacking, emerging

data suggest that it is likely an important, yet somewhat neglected,

aspect of sexually dimorphic behavioral traits.

Current empirical support for the importance of both developmen-

tal and postdevelopmental physiological processes in driving sexually

dimorphic behaviors is evident from systems-level analyses of brain

transcriptomes in sexually mature Drosophila fruit flies,63,102-105

mice,106 humans,107 and other animals.108,109 For example, several

recent studies of pheromone-sensing neurons in Drosophila have

shown that the axons of a specific sexually dimorphic subset of these

neurons, present only in the male forelegs, cross the thoracic mid-

line.12,110-112 Surprisingly, although the male-specific axonal midline

crossing phenotype is determined early in pupal development, the

postmitotic genetic feminization of these neurons late in development

still leads to abnormally high male–male attraction and changes in gene

expression without any observed impact on axonal patterns.12 Thus, in

addition to their developmentally determined sexually dimorphic wiring

pattern, these neurons appear to require active maintenance of a male-

specific transcriptional network for proper function. Furthermore,

numerous studies have documented the postmitotic expression of the

sex-specific mRNAs of the sex determination transcription factors fru

and dsx (Figure 1A). This indicates that the sexually dimorphic functions

of these factors do not end when the sexually dimorphic elements of

the nervous system complete their development.83,87,102,113-115 That

the sex determination pathway continues functioning into adulthood to

drive behavior is also supported by studies in Drosophila, which show

that the genetic feminization of specific elements in the olfactory sys-

tem of adult males is associated with same-sex male courtship behav-

ior.116,117 Furthermore, postdevelopmental genetic manipulations of

the sex-specific splicing complex tra and tra-2 (Figure 1A), for example,

can induce male-like courtship behaviors in biological females.118 Simi-

larly, genetic manipulations that affect male-specific splicing of fru can

lead to partial expression of male-like courtship behavior in females,82

and ectopic expression of the female-specific traF allele in postmitotic

neurons of adult males feminizes male behavior by suppressing court-

ship.119 Independent of its action in the postdevelopmental nervous

system, the fly's sex determination pathway plays an important role in

the fat body and oenocytes, regulating the sex-specific synthesis and/

or release of various cuticular hydrocarbons used by male and female

flies as mating pheromones.120-122 Together, these data indicate that

the sex determination pathway plays an essential postdevelopmental

role in regulating mating behaviors by simultaneously regulating the

production, perception and neural integration of mating-related signals.

Similarly to Drosophila, the active maintenance of biological sex of

postmitotic neurons is also likely to be important for sexually dimor-

phic behaviors in mammals.123,124 For example, neural circuits under-

lying male-specific courtship and aggression behavior in mice, which

are silent in females, can be activated postnatally by surgically remov-

ing the chemosensory vomeronasal organ.125 Moreover, loss of tes-

tosterone via the castration of males feminizes sexually dimorphic

anatomical regions of the amygdala involved in male sexual behavior,

alters adult neurogenesis in the vomeronasal system, and elicits male-

male sexual attraction.10,11
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5 | CONCLUSIONS

Together, these studies strongly suggest that the active maintenance of

biological sex is not unique to the sexually labile hermaphrodites.

Rather, the processes underlying sexual dimorphisms in behavior across

diverse taxa might share more similarities than previously appreciated.

Possibly, all sexually reproducing species depend on both fixed devel-

opmental and active, postdevelopmental maintenance components for

sexualizing the nervous system. Thus, sex determination systems that

appear highly disparate may simply differ in the ratio of developmen-

tally regulated “hardwired,” vs the more plastic, actively maintained

components of the sex-determination pathway in the nervous system.

Consequently, the balance between the contributions of genetic net-

works that regulate behavior at the developmental vs the physiological

timescales is, by itself, a trait that can be shaped by natural selection.

The nature of the balance between these two temporally distinct

processes can therefore lead to dramatic differences in the level of sex-

specific neuronal and behavioral traits exhibited by specific animal cla-

des, as well as between individuals in a single population.

The emergence of biological sex as a system that enables the

development of at least two phenotypically distinct organisms from a

single genome remains one of the most fascinating, yet somewhat

mysterious, aspects of animal evolution. However, studying sex deter-

mination at the cellular, genetic and molecular levels has implications

that are far broader than understanding sexual behaviors. Fully under-

standing how single genomes can encode multiple different forms at

both developmental and physiological timescales, for example, might

shed light on the consequences and effects of biological sex on human

behavior in health and disease.
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